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Month Overview :

As we finished unit 1 in October, we managed to investigate the 
 different metaphors and concepts that are presented through different
artworks. We reflected on our understanding and acquired information
on the artist’s statues, historical contexts and institutional theory. The
different lines of inquiry were used to create personal responses and
using personal points of views to create original artworks.



Activities and Tasks Overview :

All the different investigations were organized in one cohesive process
journal, which included researching art history, analyzing artwork, Mind
mapping concepts, researching for sources of inspiration (second hand
resources and mood boards), planning for a final artwork using primary
resources and first hand references along with several technical color
exprementations and human form studies, thumbnails and sketches.

Assessment Overview :

All four criteria were assessed for this uni; Criterion A (Knowing and
Understanding), Criterion B (Developing Skills), Criterion C (Thinking
Creatively) and Criterion D (Responding). The final artwork was a
representation of the artistic journey we took throughout this unit
creating a mini project with all the different inquiry milestones an artist
takes to visualize ideas, notions and personal statues in Art.











Month Overview :

This unit focuses on  learning about two of the most important theatre
practitioners and the types of theatre they invented. This month we
focused in particular on how Brecht applied the techniques he invented
and how Stanislavski helped the actors to influence the audience’s point
of view.



Activities and Tasks Overview :

We started a Stanislavski system elements performance and writing
dialogues to perform. They learned Brecht theater techniques and
students started to apply theater practitioners systems and techniques.

Assessment Overview  :

The summative assessment will be given at the end October. It will be
about creating a performance (duo-drama) based on Brecht theories and
the Stanislavski system. They will write a script based on Brecht
technique. Students will also do research based on theater modern
methods.







Month Overview :

We are still covering the same unit .This unit showed students how to
use money, what they like to buy and what they like to wear. They 
 explored what consumption is and how to consume reasonably.



Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 3) :

Students wrote their opinions on “What clothes represent for them?” We
discussed the idea of doing online shopping by watching a video and
answering its questions after a discussion. We had many photos to
observe, compare and then we shared our ideas .We conducted research
about the advantages and disadvantages of doing online shopping and
shopping in shops. Every student wrote their ideas and where they
preferred to do shopping in their blog. We had videos to watch between
the client and the seller in a shop. We learned what each of them say
during the dialogue. Each student made a role-play and invented a
dialogue with the seller. We continued talking about consumption and
reasonable consumption by watching videos, photos and we had to
answer some questions about that. All lessons had presentations, videos
and games to implement what we took and they were posted as
resources on Managebac and Google Classroom. A story was downloaded
for them on Managebac and Google Classroom if they are interested to
read. 

Assessment Overview (Phase 3) :

 We had a formative exam in Criteria A (Comprehending Spoken and
Visual Text) and B (Comprehending Written and Visual Text). A
summative assessment was done on 24th  of October in Criteria A, B and
C (Communicating in response to spoken, written and visual text).

Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 2) :

Learners continued working on the same unit “Are you a victim of
consumption?”  Learners identified the meaning of “ l’argent de poche”. 
 Then, they identified how people used to consume and buy and how
they ended up using the money to fulfill their needs. Learners
understood the uses of the pronoun en “le pronom en”. Also, they 
 explored clothes and their meanings in French and they discussed what
they like to wear. Learners discussed how clothes express their
personality. They started comparing between the advantages and the
disadvantages of buying online or in stores.



Assessment Overview (Phase 2) :

We had a formative assessment in Criteria A (Comprehending Spoken
and Visual Text) and B (Comprehending Written and Visual Text). Our
summative assessment was on the 24th of October in Criteria A, B and  C
(Communicating in Response to Spoken, Written and Visual Text).

Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 1) :

We continued with the phonetics and pronunciation of letters and
words. We learned vocabulary related to days of the week, months of the
year and the seasons. Then we started with the numbers and how to
write them in letters. Moreover, we learned  vocabulary about colors,
animals, family members and parts of the house.







Month Overview :

 In this month, we focused on the relation between different quantities
and we discussed the effect of changing one another, separating them
into direct and inverse proportions and  forming the formulae for each of
them.



Activities and Tasks Overview :

Students practiced solving many mathematical problems where they had
to simplify or to find the value of a variable in exponential expressions.
Then, we went through many class discussions to find the relation
between quantities using real life situations. Students started to
integrate ICT while using an online graphing programme.  

Assessment Overview :

Students had Criterion B (Investigating Patterns) formative and
summative assessments. They also took Criterion A (Knowing and
Understanding) formative assessment. They are going to have the rest of
the summatives at the beginning of November.

Service as Action :

Students are going to practice service as action while they workout their
summative assessment. They have to find a way to encourage water
conservation as it is starting to be a global problem.



Month Overview :

In this month, we have continued to tackle our unit on Volleyball.
Students learned the rotation between the players as well as the  rules of
the game. Students examined  how the communication and interaction
between players will cause success for the team

Activities and Tasks Overview :

Students watched videos on the volleyball skills (doing the serve and
passing). They will learn the new vocabulary of the game in a worksheet.
Students watched a volleyball game to find out the rules in it.

Assessment Overview :

Formative assessment in Criterion A (Knowing and Understanding)
where the students were expected to answer questions about the rules
of the game. Criterion B, where students will be asked to find an
offensive or defensive strategy to use it during the game.







Month Overview :

This unit provides students with information on how inventors gave
serious thought to human flight. Students will learn about the
development of aviation through the centuries beginning with the
invention of kites by the Chinese and ending with the piloted aeroplane.
They will also learn about the inventions that came in between such as
the hot-air balloon and the glider.









We reviewed Collage De La Salle’s mission statement and described
how it is aligned with the Personal Project.
We had an introduction to what a Personal Project is and how to
choose one. Students are supposed to choose 3 topics that they are
passionate about so they can see if they are achievable, applicable
and measurable.  
Students were introduced to their supervisor’s roles and
responsibilities.
We practiced Critical Thinking skills and brainstormed ideas on how
to plan for a personal project in a smart way.

Personal Project Overview :


